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Mary and Molly
A couple of girls
I know they've said
I'm ruining all my world
But then I'll say
Go away
Just leave me alone
I've got my problems
I know you've got your own

Hit it the first five minutes
I walk in through the door
Five hours later
I'm crawling on the floor
They tell me to take it away
But it saves me

Once or twice
Maybe three times
You'll come to me
Just lying and lying and lying
And then I'll say
Go away
Just leave me alone
I've got my problems
Go find your fucking own

Hit it the first five minutes
I walk in through the door
Five hours later
I'm crawling on the floor
They tell me to take it away
But it saves me

You come
I'll stay
You and me and a bottle of chardonnay

I'm drinking it up
It's bubbling up
I pick out a piece of porcelain and then I throw it up
But I don't want to go there
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Don't want to stay there
Set them all up
Take them all down
I'll take it
I'm pleased to meet you
One shot two shot three shot four
Give me another one
I'll be crawling on floor

Hit it the first five minutes
I walk in through the door
Five hours later
I'm crawling on the floor
They tell me to take it away
But it saves me

Falling down
Closer now
Take me home
And get me out
But I don't want to go
Got to get me to the show
Set me one more line
Before I loose control
I'll be crawling on the floor
I'll be crawling towards the door
On the floor on the floor on the floor
Yeah yeah yeah
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